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Dear sirs,
 
Please allow emphasis to be put on maintaining the existing tree canopy in Sydney that the
current NSW government has allowed to be decimated in their ignorant and wilful way. 
Offsetting does not mitigate the loss of tree cover we have suffered in sydney (and NSW).  
Green corridors are known to be key to preserving biodiversity, yet what is being done
about preservation of the little that remains?
 
The GSC and their draft report is hard to trust due to the people who are heading it.  They
are seen to be pro-development and belonging to the elitist class of people who stand to
benefit financially from all this development. They are pro “big sydney” whereas most
people hate the idea of Sydney being any bigger than it is.   Apparently if its “done-well” all
will be ok.
 
To be serious, its got to be about improving public transport instead of actively
encouraging more motorways, more roads, more traffic, like the current government are
doing – smashing lives and houses in their way.  The people involved in the GSC are the
very same ilk as those who are currently building unpopular roads like Westconnex. 
 
Its hard to believe development will be “done well” after the shocking mess development
has wrought on our suburbs.   Why wasn’t it “done well” in the first place?  
 
So much damage has been done to Sydney already, physically and also psychologically to
the people who have had all this development forced on them, with the accompanying lie
about housing affordability.  I live in kuringgai and there is no affordable housing here.  
That was the premise when 10’s of thousands of apartments were built with more to
come, but it was not delivered, the apartments here cost a fortune no matter how ugly.   
The loss of heritage has been a massive tragedy that can’t be forgotten.
 
The loss of trees has been the biggest tragedy, with ignoramases allowed to knock down
10’s of thousands of trees over Sydney to provide more of what people don’t want.
 
I suppose you will think everything i have said is an insult, but i don’t care.   Everyday the
citizens of Sydney are insulted by inappropriate development, massive loss of habitat and
lies about housing affordability.   I don’t trust the GSC to fix anything.  Sorry.
 
Yours sincerely
Sandra Shergill
2073
 



 
 
 
 




